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CLEVELAND — The 12-year-old girl critically injured after she came in contact with a 
power line downed by the high winds of Superstorm Sandy is awake, but not yet 
responsive, her aunt said. 

Gasia Thomas of Cleveland remained in critical condition at Rainbow Babies and 
Children’s hospital Thursday night, but her family is hopeful. 

“She’ll come through it,” said Gasia’s aunt, Lee Ann Hunt. 

Hunt said Gasia is now opening her eyes, at times for hours. 

“She’s not looking at anyone in particular, just kind of looking around,” Hunt said, 
adding that the little girl is not responding or communicating yet. 

Gasia is normally a bubbly girl who likes to write songs, sing and plays softball, Hunt 
said. 

Gasia’s family does not know if she will suffer long-term effects of the high-voltage 
shock, or if she will make a complete recovery. 

It’s just too soon to tell, Hunt said. 

The afternoon of November 1st, a few days after Superstorm Sandy hit Cleveland, Gasia 
was walking on E. 130th Street when she came in contact with the downed live power 
line. 

Hunt said they do not believe Gasia grabbed the downed wire. 

“She could have walked into it. She could have went to swing [her hand at it] and move it 
out of her way. We just don’t know,” Hunt said. 

Gasia’s doctors said with a power line shock, the live wire will attach itself to the person 
it is shocking. 

Hunt says Gasia’s mother’s fiancée knocked the live wire off, and started CPR. 

At first, doctors were concerned she would have internal organ damage, but so far, her 
heart, lungs and kidneys are working fine, Hunt said. 



Gasia has burns from the shock, Hunt said. 

Now her family can only wait, and pray. 

“Really it’s up to Gasia to do the work and come on back to us and we know she will,” 
Hunt said. 

 


